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�This�listing�contains�names�received�by�the�

membership�office�since�the�January�2008�

issue.�A�cumulative�list�for�the�academic�

year�2007–08�appears�at�the�MLA�Web�site�

(www�.mla�.org/in_memoriam).

Alfred�Campbell�Ames,�Chicago Tribune,�Chicago,�Illinois,�27�August�2007
Harry�Barba,�Harian�Creative�Books,�Ballston�Spa,�New�York,�29�November�2007
Ingmar�Bergman,�Faro,�Sweden,�30�July�2007
Robert�A.�Bone,�Teachers�College,�25�November�2007
Terry�Butler,�University�of�Alberta,�20�August�2007
Michel�Fabre,�Paris,�France,�10�August�2007
Burton�N.�Hatlen,�University�of�Maine,�Orono,�21�January�2008
William�F.�Irmscher,�University�of�Washington,�20�December�2007
Johanna�M.�Kondratieff,�Tusculum�College,�12�February�2008
John�Lang,�York�University,�23�July�2007
Walter�Gordon�Marigold,�Union�College,�Kentucky,�25�November�2007
Ralph�Wilson�Rader,�University�of�California,�Berkeley,�23�November�2007
William�Henry�Rey,�University�of�Washington,�Seattle,�7�May�2007
Arthur�Saltzman,�Missouri�Southern�State�University,�8�January�2008
Emily�Malino�Scheuer,�George�Washington�University,�25�January�2007
James�Alexander�Thorburn,�Southeastern�Louisiana�University,�11�November�2007
Edmond�L.�Volpe,�College�of�Staten�Island,�City�University�of�New�York,�14�December�2007
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The University of Chicago Press   •   www.press.uchicago.edu

Renaissance Literature
from Chicago

Selected Poems 
of Luis de Góngora 
A Bilingual Edition 
Edited and Translated 
by John Dent-Young

“Luis de Góngora was the James Joyce of 
his time, more labyrinthine in diction 
and allusion, more daring in the icy 
constellations of his mental and mythi-
cal metaphor. As a word inventor three 
hundred years ahead of his time, he was 
abused and adored. . . . John Dent-
Young’s version gives us the fresh magic 
of the immediate narrative.”—Willis 
Barnstone, Indiana University
Cloth $30.00 

A Power to Do Justice 
Jurisdiction, English Literature, and 
the Rise of Common Law 
Bradin Cormack 

“There could be no stronger argument 
for integrating the study of literature 
and the law than this book. A Power to 
Do Justice is a magisterial accomplish-
ment: for its formidable scholarship, its 
conceptual sophistication, and its stun-
ning sensitivity to language, both poetic 
and prescriptive.”—Margreta de Grazia, 
University of Pennsylvania
Cloth $35.00 

Selected Poetry and Prose 
A Bilingual Edition 
Chiara Matraini 
Edited and Translated by 
Elaine Maclachlan
With an Introduction by Giovanna Rabitti

Selected Poetry and Prose allows Chiara 
Matriani (1515–1604?) to finally take 
her place as one of the seminal authors 
of the Renaissance. Although Matraini 
had a command of many genres, later in 
life her work shifted toward a search for 
spiritual salvation.
Paper $24.00 

Rereading the 
Black Legend 
The Discourses of Religious 
and Racial Difference in the 
Renaissance Empires 
Edited by Margaret R. Greer, Walter 
D. Mignolo, and Maureen Quilligan 

“Rereading the Black Legend is a superbly 
organized collection that boldly travers-
es early modern imperialisms of Spain 
in the Americas, of the Ottomans in 
Eastern Europe, and of the Portuguese 
in East India and China. As a guide and 
critical reference work, it will be useful 
to undergraduate students and advanced 
scholars alike.”—William J. Kennedy, 
Cornell University
Paper $25.00 

Selected Poems 
and Translations 
A Bilingual Edition 
Madeleine de l’Aubespine 
Edited and Translated by Anna Kłosowska

Unavailable in English until now, this 
volume presents the poems and literary 
works of Madeleine de l’Aubespine 
(1546–96), the toast of courtly and 
literary circles in sixteenth-century Paris 
who penned love poems to the famous 
women of her day. 
Paper $20.00 

Warnings to the Kings and 
Advice on Restoring Spain 
A Bilingual Edition 
María de Guevara 
Edited and Translated by 
Nieves Romero-Díaz

This annotated bilingual edition 
reproduces the polemics of de Guevara 
(?–1683) for the first time and includes 
two extraordinary essays that appealed 
for strong leadership, protested political 
corruption, and demanded the inclusion 
of women in the court’s decision making.
Paper $16.00 
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Bedford/St. Martin’S

you get more bedfordstmartins.com

Innovative resources for literature

LitLinks
bedfordstmartins.com/litlinks

With biographies and annoted links to reliable sites 

for over 700 authors, LitLinks provides an immediate 

working context for each author while focusing 

students’ extended research. In addition, MLA-

style citations for every research link help students 

document their online sources.

[publication: PMLA (Mar 2008) — placement: One Full Page — ad size: 6  x 8.75]

LitQuiz
bedfordstmartins.com/litquiz

An online database of over 500 quizzes on stories, 

plays, and essays, LitQuiz helps students evaluate 

their understanding of individual selections and 

allows instructors to use class time more productively. 

Automatically generated reports help instructors monitor 

their students’ results.

LitGloss
bedfordstmartins.com/litgloss

This convenient online reference tool gives students 

easy access to clear and concise definitions of more than 

200 literary terms. Hyperlinked cross-references help 

students explore the relationships among associated 

terms, ensuring that they understand the nuances of 

important concepts.
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New York University in Paris
M.A. Programs in French Literature 

(completed in one academic year) 

and in French Language and Civilization 
(completed in one academic year or three to four consecutive summers) 

New York University in Madrid
A One-Year M.A. Program in Spanish and Latin American Languages 
and Literatures with a Concentration in either Spanish and Latin American 
Literatures and Cultures or Spanish Language and Translation

Drawing on the resources of NYU, the city of Madrid, and professors from both Spanish 
universities and the NYU Department of Spanish and Portuguese in New York, we offer 
an M.A. program that is both intellectually stimulating and academically rigorous. M.A.
candidates study at NYU in Madrid’s center in El Viso, a residential area of Madrid very close to the center of the 
city, as well as at the historic Instituto Internacional. Day and weekend study-visits, guest lecturers, and a Graduate 
Research Symposium in April complete the academic program. On approval, students may also take courses at the
Universidad Autónoma de Madrid.

COURSE OFFERINGS

The yearlong course,A Cultural History of Spain and Latin America, is taught by faculty from leading Spanish 
universities and from the NYU Department of Spanish and Portuguese in New York. Electives in the Literatures and
Cultures Concentration range from Cervantes, Pictorial Traditions in Spain and Its Latin American Colonies, to courses
on 20th-century Spanish and Latin American literatures. Offerings for the Language and Translation Concentration 
include The Theory and Practice of Translation, Problems in Spanish Syntax for Bilingual Communication, and The
Teaching of Spanish as a Foreign Language.All courses are taught in Spanish.

NYU in Madrid also offers an undergraduate program for the academic year, fall, spring, or summer. Courses are 
taught in Spanish and English.

Drawing on the resources of NYU and the city of Paris, our M.A. programs are small, personalized, and of a very 
high degree of quality.

M.A. candidates study at the NYU in Paris Center, located in a charming town house in a quiet garden setting in 
the 16th arrondissement. Courses at the University of Paris, weekly workshops, and guest lecturers, plus our own 
computer facilities and research library complement the programs.

COURSE OFFERINGS INCLUDE 

• History of French Colonialism

• French Classical Tragedy

• Autobiography and Autofiction

• The Age of Enlightenment

• Civilization of Contemporary France

• Textual Analysis

• Parole, Nation, Ecriture: The Novel in Francophone 
Caribbean and Africa

• Women Writers in French Literature

• Contemporary French Theatre

• French Cultural History Since 1870

All graduate courses are conducted in French. NYU in Paris also offers 

an undergraduate program for the academic year, a semester, or summer.

Courses are taught in French and English.

NYU in Paris–Department of French
Faculty of Arts and Science, New York University
Telephone: 212-998-7625; Fax: 212-995-4667;
E-mail: nyuparis@nyu.edu
www.nyu.edu/fas/program/nyuinparis/ma

New York University is an affirmative action/equal opportunity institution.

NYU in Madrid–Department of Spanish and Portuguese
Faculty of Arts and Science, New York University
Telephone: 212-998-7576; Fax: 212-995-4149; E-mail: nyu-in-madrid@nyu.edu
http://spanish.as.nyu.edu/page/nyumadrid
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At bookstores or order (800) 822-6657 • www.ucpress.edu

Melville’s Bibles
ILANA PARDES
“A richly nuanced and minutely
informed sense of the multiple roles
of the Bible in antebellum American
culture. This work is an important
new understanding of the nature of
Melville’s major novel.”

—Robert Alter, Professor of Hebrew
and Comparative Literature,

University of California, Berkeley
$60.00 cloth, $24.95 paper

Picasso and
Apollinaire
The Persistence of Memory

PETER READ
“Full of scintillating historical detail
and written with a vivid sense of the
cultural scene in which Picasso and
Apollinaire formed their friendship,
this brilliant book is a must for any-
one who wants to understand the
dialogue between poetry and the
visual arts in modernity.”

—Neil Cox, author of Cubism
$49.95 cloth

It’s go in horizontal 
Selected Poems, 1974–2006

LESLIE SCALAPINO
“This is a superb and important con-
tribution to philosophy, theology, psy-
chology, and the science of knowing.
To have the selection here now, to
be able to see the whole trajectory
in one volume, is to experience a
revolutionary moment.”—Fanny Howe
$45.00 cloth, $16.95 paper

Gertrude Stein
Selections

EDITED AND WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY

JOAN RETALLACK
“One of the best introductions to
Gertrude Stein’s work I’ve ever read.
Retallack’s research is thorough and
impressive, and she has done an
outstanding job of assembling a
valuable and interesting collection.”

—Hank Lazer, author of Lyric & Spirit
Poets for the Millennium
$50.00 cloth, $19.95 paper

Ours
COLE SWENSEN
“A remarkably adept, even facile
craftsperson—I know of no poet who
makes the most stunning verbal
effects on the page look more effort-
less. Her critical assumptions, literary
strategies and approach to the text
clearly place her among the finest
post-avant poets we now have.”

—Ron Silliman, author of 
The Age of Huts (compleat)

$45.00 cloth, $16.95 paper

rimertown
an atlas

LAURA WALKER
“Walker’s atlas is sung and wrung
out of a deep listening to every word,
and this is rare…. Such singularity of
connection (actual!) opens the field
of meaning and experience for the
reader coming into it, to gather and
move, to suffer in spells and flower
‘in the greening and the sound.’”

—Lisa Fishman, author of 
The Happiness Experiment

$45.00 cloth, $16.95 paper

New in the  Series
NEW CALIFORNIA POETRY

LANGUAGE ART
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KNOPF ACADEMIC ✧ 1745 BROADWAY ✧ 20TH FLOOR ✧ NEW YORK, NY 10019

ALFRED A. KNOPF ✧ PANTHEON ✧ SCHOCKENKNOPF

KNOPF | CLOTH | 384 PAGES | $27.50

More than any other writer, Wallace Stegner
brought the life and landscapes of the North
American West to national, and international,
attention. With his autobiographical Big Rock
Candy Mountain, the National Book Award-win-
ning The Spectator Bird, and the Pulitzer Prize-win-
ning Angle of Repose, Stegner established himself
as the great chronicler of twentieth-century
Western experience. Here, Philip L. Fradkin goes
beyond Stegner’s iconic literary status to give us
the complete portrait of a man who so eloquent-
ly captured a region even as he struggled with its
vicissitudes.

Philip L. Fradkin
WALLACE STEGNER AND
THE AMERICAN WEST

KNOPF | CLOTH | 400 PAGES | $26.95 

The first collection in more than a decade from
the writer Esquire calls “one of our most exqui-
site storytellers”—ten powerful new stories,
which show Tobias Wolff working at the height
of his powers, along with twenty-one much-
anthologized classics from his three earlier col-
lections: In the Garden of the North American
Martyrs (1981), Back in the World (1985), and The
Night in Question (1996)—all of which demon-
strate his mastery over a quarter-century.

“Wolff ’s fiction soars. . . . He drives to the heart
of character.” —Andrew Solomon, San Francisco
Chronicle

Tobias Wolff
OUR STORY BEGINS
NEW AND SELECTED STORIES

KNOPF | CLOTH | 288 PAGES | $30.00

Frank O’Hara (1926–1966) was one of the most
original and influential American poets of the
twentieth century. This generous new selection
by Mark Ford reflects all the phases and varied
achievements of O’Hara’s tragically foreshort-
ened career, including his drama, and is followed
by an appendix of key prose texts such as
“Personism,” in which O’Hara succinctly
summed up his overall approach to poetry: “You
just go on your nerve.”

Frank O’Hara
SELECTED POEMS
Edited by Mark Ford

ANCHOR | PAPER | 224 PAGES | $10.95 

“Mr. Achebe is a novelist who makes you
laugh—and then catch your breath in horror. . . .
Achebe is gloriously gifted with the magic of an
ebullient, generous, great talent.” —Nadine
Gordimer, The New York Times Book Review 

“Things Fall Apart may well be Africa’s best loved
novel. . . . For so many readers around the world,
it is Chinua Achebe who opened up the magic
casements of African fiction.” —Kwame
Anthony Appiah

Chinua Achebe
THINGS FALL APART
50TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION
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WWW.RANDOMHOUSE.COM/ACADEMIC ✧ ACMART@RANDOMHOUSE.COM

PANTHEON | CLOTH | 400 PAGES | $30.00 

“John Stape has brought [Conrad] so much to
life—a living man, a working writer, not a ‘study,’
not a statue—that one can’t help suffering with
him. Especially striking about this biography is
its organic human trajectory, the evolution of
Conrad from where he began to what he
became.” —Cynthia Ozick

John Stape
THE SEVERAL LIVES OF 
JOSEPH CONRAD

KNOPF | CLOTH | 352 PAGES | $30.00 

In the first book to fully examine the intricate
and often deadly interconnection between
Russian rulers and Russian artists, cultural histo-
rian Solomon Volkov (who experienced first-
hand many of the events he describes) brings to
life the human stories behind some of the great-
est masterpieces of our time. Here is Tolstoy,
Gorky, Solzhenitsyn, Nabokov, Pasternak,
Mayakovsky, and Akhmatova. In each case,
Volkov analyzes the alternate determination and
despair, hope and terror borne by writers in a
country where, in Solzhenitsyn’s maxim, “a great
writer is like a second government.”

Solomon Volkov
THE MAGICAL CHORUS
A HISTORY OF RUSSIAN CULTURE FROM

TOLSTOY TO SOLZHENITSYN

Translated by Antonina Bouis

VINTAGE | PAPER | 304 PAGES | $14.95 

“Ingenious. . . . [Shakespeare’s London] was a
time and a place teeming with excitement, anec-
dote and incident, and Wells, in this richly enjoy-
able work, brings it to life with a novelist’s sense
of the telling detail.” —Dominic Dromgoole,
The Sunday Times 

“A valuable contribution to popular Shakespeare
scholarship. . . . A feat of synthesis. . . . Each
page is dense with well-chosen information and
sensible, sensitive interpretation.” —Peter
Wentworth, The Literary Times Supplement

Stanley Wells
SHAKESPEARE & CO.
CHRISTOPHER MARLOWE, THOMAS DEKKER,
BEN JOHNSON, THOMAS MIDDLETON, JOHN FLETCHER

AND THE OTHER PLAYERS IN HIS STORY

VINTAGE | PAPER | 288 PAGES | $13.95

From the author of Embers and Casanova in
Bolzano comes the third of the rediscovered nov-
els of the great Hungarian writer. The Rebels tells
the jolting story of a troubled group of young
men on the cusp of life, and death, in World 
War I.

Sándor Márai
THE REBELS
Translated by George Szirtes

VINTAGE ✧ ANCHOR BOOKS ✧ EVERYMAN’S LIBRARY
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www.cambridge.org/us

BEST IN SCHOLARSHIP

SECOND EDITION!

The Cambridge Introduction 
to Narrative
H. Porter Abbott
Cambridge Introductions to Literature
$80.00: Hb: 978-0-521-88719-9
$24.99: Pb: 978-0-521-71515-7: 264 pp.

SECOND EDITION!

The Cambridge Companion
to Medieval English Theatre
Edited by Richard Beadle 
and Alan J. Fletcher
Cambridge Companions to Literature
$90.00: Hb: 978-0-521-86400-8
$29.99: Pb: 978-0-521-68254-1: 432 pp.

The Cambridge Companion 
to David Hare
Edited by Richard Boon
Cambridge Companions to Literature
$90.00: Hb: 978-0-521-85054-4
$29.99: Pb: 978-0-521-61557-0: 286 pp.

‘Twixt Land and Sea
Joseph Conrad
Edited by J. A. Berthoud, 
Laura L. Davis, and S. W. Reid
The Cambridge Edition of 
the Works of Joseph Conrad
$180.00: Hb: 978-0-521-87126-6: 688 pp.

The Cambridge Companion
to Twentieth-Century 
English Poetry
Edited by Neil Corcoran
Cambridge Companions to Literature
$90.00: Hb: 978-0-521-87081-8
$29.99: Pb: 978-0-521-69132-1: 288 pp.

The Cambridge Introduction 
to The Nineteenth-Century 
American Novel
Gregg Crane
Cambridge Introductions to Literature
$80.00: Hb: 978-0-521-84325-6
$24.99: Pb: 978-0-521-60399-7: 248 pp.

The Cambridge Companion 
to Don DeLillo
John N. Duvall
Cambridge Companions to Literature
$85.00: Hb: 978-0-521-87065-8
$24.99: Pb: 978-0-521-69089-8: 232 pp.

Fitzgerald:
The Beautiful and Damned
F. Scott Fitzgerald
Edited by James L. W.  West III
The Cambridge Edition of 
the Works of F. Scott Fitzgerald
$99.00: Hb: 978-0-521-88366-5: 446 pp.

Fitzgerald: The Lost Decade
Short Stories from Esquire,
1936–1941
F. Scott Fitzgerald
Edited by James L. W.  West III
The Cambridge Edition of 
the Works of F. Scott Fitzgerald
$99.00: Hb: 978-0-521-88530-0: 304 pp.

The Cambridge Introduction 
to Shakespeare’s Comedies
Penny Gay
$70.00: Hb: 978-0-521-85668-3
$19.99: Pb: 978-0-521-67269-6: 176 pp.

The Cambridge Introduction 
to George Eliot
Nancy Henry
Cambridge Introductions to Literature
$80.00: Hb: 978-0-521-85462-7
$19.99: Pb: 978-0-521-67097-5: 152 pp.

The Cambridge Introduction 
to Jacques Derrida
Leslie Hill
Cambridge Introductions to Literature
$80.00: Hb: 978-0-521-86416-9
$19.99: Pb: 978-0-521-68281-7: 152 pp.

Prices subject to change.
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www.cambridge.org/us

FROM CAMBRIDGE
The Cambridge Introduction 
to the Short Story in English
Adrian Hunter
Cambridge Introductions to Literature
$75.00: Hb: 978-0-521-86259-2
$24.99: Pb: 978-0-521-68112-4: 212 pp.

The Cambridge Companion to 
Fiction in the Romantic Period
Edited by Richard Maxwell
and Katie Trumpener
Cambridge Companions to Literature
$90.00: Hb: 978-0-521-86252-3
$29.99: Pb: 978-0-521-68108-7: 312 pp.

The Cambridge Companion to 
British Theatre, 1730–1830
Edited by Jane Moody
and Daniel O’Quinn
Cambridge Companions to Literature
$85.00: Hb: 978-0-521-85237-1
$29.99: Pb: 978-0-521-61777-2: 320 pp.

English Literature in Context
Edited by Paul Poplawski
$85.00: Hb: 978-0-521-83992-1
$32.99: Pb: 978-0-521-54928-8: 706 pp.

The Cambridge Companion 
to Alexander Pope
Edited by Pat Rogers
Cambridge Companions to Literature
$85.00: Hb: 978-0-521-84013-2
$29.99: Pb: 978-0-521-54944-8: 276 pp.

The Cambridge Companion 
to the Modernist Novel
Edited by Morag Shiach
Cambridge Companions to Literature
$91.00: Hb: 978-0-521-85444-3
$31.99: Pb: 978-0-521-67074-6: 272 pp.

The Cambridge Introduction 
to William Faulkner
Theresa M. Towner
Cambridge Introductions to Literature
$70.00: Hb: 978-0-521-85546-4
$19.99: Pb: 978-0-521-67155-2: 128 pp.

The Works of John Webster
An Old-Spelling Critical Edition
Volume 1 - The White Devil; 
The Duchess of Malfi 
John Webster
Edited by David Gunby, 
David Carnegie, 
Antony Hammond, 
and Doreen DelVecchio
The Works of John Webster
$80.00: Pb: 978-0-521-03332-9: 747 pp.

The Works of John Webster
Volume 2 - The Devil’s Law-Case; 
A Cure for a Cuckold; 
Appius and Virginia
John Webster 
Edited by David Gunby, 
David Carnegie, 
and MacDonald P. Jackson
The Works of John Webster
$75.00: Pb: 978-0-521-03511-8: 676 pp.

SECOND EDITION!

The Cambridge Guide 
to American Theatre
Edited by Don B. Wilmeth
$150.00: Hb: 978-0-521-83538-1: 774 pp.

Studying English Literature
A Practical Guide
Tory Young
$60.00: Hb: 978-0-521-86981-2
$19.99: Pb: 978-0-521-69014-0: 180 pp.

Prices subject to change.
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Bedford/St. Martin’S

you get more bedfordstmartins.com

The Compact Bedford Introduction 
to Literature

Eighth Edition

Michael Meyer, University of Connecticut

The Bedford Introduction to Literature

Eighth Edition

Michael Meyer, University of Connecticut

2008/cloth/2250 pages
bedfordstmartins.com/meyerlit

Where literature lives

[publication: PMLA (Mar 2008) — placement: Left A — ad size: 6  x 8.75]

Also available

“What I like most about this anthology 
are the strong selection of stories and 
plays, the case studies on major authors, 
and the supplemental materials and 
critical apparatus. This is an excellent 
introduction to the world of imaginative 
literature.”

 — Eileen Donovan-Kranz, Boston College

2009/paper/1680 pages
bedfordstmartins.com/meyercompact/
catalog

Available now!
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Bedford/St. Martin’S

you get more bedfordstmartins.com

Approaching Literature 

Second Edition

Peter Schakel, Hope College
Jack Ridl, Hope College

Make your selection. Build your book.

Bedford Select
A Custom Database

Currently featuring more than 600 

essays, stories, poems, and plays — and 

with many more on the way — the user-

friendly Web site makes it easy for you 

to build the book that best reflects your 

teaching purposes and preferences.

bedfordstmartins.com/select

[publication: PMLA (Mar 2008) — placement: Right A — ad size: 6  x 8.75]

NEW

Built from the ground up with today’s students in mind

2008/paper/1500 pages
bedfordstmartins.com/approachinglit

“This is an excellent text. Its multicultural 
readings and student-friendly approach 
make this a very effective tool to use in 
the classroom.”

— Erica Lara, Southwest Texas Junior College
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Distributed by the University of Chicago Press   •   www.press.uchicago.edu

Literature Criticism
from Liverpool University Press

Deconstruction and 
the Postcolonial 
At the Limits of Theory 
Michael Syrotinski 
Michael Syrotinski connects the work 
of three key postcolonial figures—
Homi Bhabha, Edward Said, and 
Gayatri Spivak—with the work of an 
earlier generation of predominantly 
poststructuralist French thinkers, 
including Jacques Derrida. Arguing 
that postcolonial studies stands to gain 
by turning back to, not away from, 
these theories, Syrotinski reconsiders 
the underlying conceptual tensions and 
theoretical stakes of what he terms as 
“deconstructive postcolonialism.”
Cloth $85.00 

Poetry and Language 
Writing 
Objective and Surreal 
David Arnold 
In this timely volume, David Arnold 
not only provides a means for coming 
to terms with this influential mode 
of writing and its ongoing crisis of 
representation but also reassesses the 
complex relationship between language 
poetry and surrealism, through discus-
sion of some of late twentieth-century’s 
most innovative poets, including 
Charles Bernstein, Susan Howe, 
Michael Palmer, and Barrett Watten.
Cloth $49.95 

H.G. Wells, Modernity 
and the Movies 
Keith Williams 
H.G. Wells, Modernity and the Movies
reconsiders Wells’s advancement of the 
cinematic narrative alongside the social 
and political impact of early media. 
Including rare illustrations from the 
original magazines which published 
Wells’s early work, this groundbreak-
ing study will be of interest to anyone 
concerned with Wells, his work, and 
the technological parameters of modern 
culture.
Paper $29.00 

SILENT READING AND THE BIRTH 
OF THE NARRATOR
by Elspeth Jajdelska
Based on a wealth of compelling arguments, 
Jajdelska’s unique study explains how an increase in 
silent reading led to a revolution in prose style and 
the birth of the narrator. 

Cl 9780802093646 / $60.00

THE MAKING OF A COUNTER-CULTURE ICON
Henry Miller’s Dostoevsky
by Maria Bloshteyn
This book gives invaluable insight into the 
Dostoevsky obsession of Henry Miller and his 
circle of friends who formed a creative nexus in 
Paris in the 1930s.  

Cl 9780802092281 / $60.00 

THE TIGRESS IN THE SNOW
Motherhood and Literature in 
Twentieth-Century Italy
by Laura Benedetti
Benedetti takes an intriguing look at the 
changing nature of the maternal role 
in a culture and shows how literature 
shapes social models for the present 
and future.

Cl 9780802097446 / $40.00 

THE PROFESSIONAL LITERARY AGENT IN 
BRITAIN, 1880–1920
by Mary Ann Gillies
In this new study Gillies focuses on the professional 
literary agent, whose emergence in Britain around 
1880 accelerated the transformation of  both 
publishing and authorship.                                                                                 

                                                           Cl 9780802091475 / $65.00 

THE DON CAMILLO STORIES OF 
GIOVANNINO GUARESCHI
A Humorist Portrays the Sacred
by Alan R. Perry
Perry explores the Don Camillo stories 
from the perspective of Christian 
hermeneutics, a novel approach 
to unlock the richness of both the 
author and his tales.

Cl 9780802097569 / $55.00 

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO PRESS
available in better bookstores or 

visit www.utppublishing.com
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Introducing
THE  AMERICAN  LITERATURES  INITIATIVE

A five-press collaborative book-publishing program 
creating new opportunities for publication in English-language literatures 

of Central and North America and the Caribbean  

Launched in January 2008, the ALI is an innovative, entrepreneurial, cooperative effort to expand
the number of books published in literary studies and to increase the audience for them by using
common resources available to the five presses through a grant from the Andrew W. Mellon
Foundation. This collaboration will confront the publishing crisis in literature and literary studies,
in which the annual number of university press books has declined steeply in recent years, placing
younger scholars at a disadvantage when writing their first books.

ALI ’s Five University Presses 

New York 
University Press
www.nyupress.org

Fordham 
University Press
www.fordhampress.com

Rutgers 
University Press
rutgerspress.rutgers.edu

Temple 
University Press
www.temple.edu/tempress

University of 
Virginia Press
www.upress.virginia.edu

For more information please visit:
www.americanliteratures.org

or visit the individual press Web sites listed above

THE  AMERICAN  LITERATURES  INITIATIVE
A Project Supported by a Grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation

The American Literatures Initiative will create new opportunities for publication in underserved
areas of the humanities. Each press will continue to acquire and develop titles according to its own
needs and editorial criteria, looking for high-quality first books by promising scholars and seeking
out the best scholarly work about English-language literatures of Central and North America and
the Caribbean.
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University of Nebraska Press
800.755.1105 | www.nebraskapress.unl.edu | publishers of Bison Books

*For complete descriptions and 
to read excerpts, visit us online!

Children of Heroes
lyonel trouillot
Translated by Linda Coverdale

Their father’s favorite saying, between 
drinks and blows, was, “Life holds 
only bad surprises, and the last 
one will be death.” And now, Colin 
observes of the man sprawled under 
all the broken furniture, their father 
was definitely and forever out of 
surprises. Children of Heroes is the 
story Colin tells of what happened—
and what happened before that. 
$20.00 paper | $40.00 cloth

The Golden Volcano
The First English Translation 
of Verne’s Original Manuscript
jules verne
Translated and edited by 
Edward Baxter

This tale thrusts two Canadian 
cousins—unexpectedly bequeathed 
a mining claim in the Klondike—into 
the middle of the gold rush, where 
they encounter disease, disaster, 
extremes of weather, and human 
nature twisted by a passion for gold. 
But nature, both human and physical, 
hasn’t finished with them, and their 
story plays out with the nail-biting 
adventure of an action thriller and 
the moral and emotional force of high 
drama.
$15.95 paper | $29.95 cloth
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GORKY’S TOLSTOY AND OTHER
REMINISCENCES
Key Writings by and about Maxim Gorky
Maxim Gorky
Translated, Edited, and Introduced by Donald Fanger

“Was Gorky a dissident, a witness, a martyr, a col-
laborator, simply a survivor? His biography and repu-
tation were badly in need of a new synoptic look,
and Fanger has crafted a fascinating multi-dimen-
sional portrait of him, both as subject and object.”
—Caryl Emerson
Russian Literature and Thought Series
$30.00

“APOLOGIA PRO VITA SUA” AND SIX
SERMONS
John Henry Cardinal Newman
Edited, annotated, and with an Introduction by Frank M. Turner

“A genuinely new and exciting reading of
Newman’s much-read Apológia, juxtaposing the his-
torical conditions of nineteenth-century England with
Newman’s version of them.”—George Levine
$55.00

yalebooks.com•U n i v e r s i t y  P r e s sYA L E

WHY POETRY MATTERS
Jay Parini

“Concise, cogent, and convincing,
Parini clarifies a complex subject
with common sense and uncommon
insight. This is a book for both the
newcomer and the old hand—a
rousing and eloquent survey of an
art that goes to the very center of
our lives.”—J. D. McClatchy
Why X Matters series
A Caravan Book: www.caravanbooks.org
$24.00

New books from YALE—

PICTURING RUSSIA
Explorations in Visual Culture
Edited by Valerie A. Kivelson and Joan Neuberger

“This book presents a tapestry of images of Russia
covering the whole sweep of Russian history. No other
volume is quite like this compendium.”—Jeffrey Brooks
116 illus. $45.00

SHAKESPEARE THE THINKER
A. D. Nuttall

“A brilliant, deeply learned,
deeply human reading of the
major plays of Shakespeare. . . .
Rich and compelling.”
—Peter Walpole, 
Virginia Quarterly Review
$19.00 paperback

ENVIRONMENT
An Interdisciplinary Anthology
Selected, Edited, and with Introductions
by Glenn Adelson, 
James Engell, Brent Ranalli, 
and K. P. Van Anglen

This major, definitive anthology of
writings—the first to be organized around the
idea that environmental studies must be interdisci-
plinary—is “a streamlined volume of the must-
reads throughout the history of this important sub-
ject.”—Margaret Lowman
127 illus. $70.00 cloth; $45.00 paperback

New in paper

RICHARD III
William Shakespeare
Edited, fully annotated, and introduced by Burton Raffel
With an essay by Harold Bloom

The Annotated Shakespeare Series received a 
rating of “Outstanding” from the 2007 University
Press Books Committee.
The Annotated Shakespeare series
$6.95 paperback

THE TALKING BOOK
African Americans and the Bible
Allen Dwight Callahan

“A marvelous exploration of how the Bible has
shaped African-American religion and culture.”
—Daniel J. Harrington, America
$18.00 paperback

POWER, PLAIN ENGLISH, AND THE RISE OF
MODERN POETRY
David Rosen
Winner of the 2006 Warren-Brooks Award for Outstanding 
Literary Criticism
$35.00

PMLA #2733:PMLA#2733  12/11/07  3:58 PM  Page 1
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Georges Bernanos
The Theological Source of His Art
m i c h a e l  r . t o b i n
978-0-7735-3232-8  $80.00  cloth

“Tobin reveals the importance of Bernanos’ message
about ‘words’ … that words expressing heroic and
religious ideals have been expropriated to apply to the
state: Christian vocabulary no longer has a Christian
meaning, but what is even more important than the
disincarnation of words is the dis-incarnation of the
‘Word’ of God.” – Sr Mary Frances Dorschell, associate 

professor of French, Brescia University College 

Shifting Voices
Feminist Thought and Women’s Writing 
in Fin-de-Siècle Austria and Hungary
a g a t h a  s c h wa r t z
978-0-7735-3286-1  $80.00  cloth

A comparative feminist study of German-Austrian 
and Hungarian women’s literary contributions in the
fin-de-siècle.

M c G I L L - Q U E E N ’ S  U N I V E R S I T Y P R E S S

w w w. m q u p . c a

The Alexander von Humboldt Foundation enables highly-qualified scientists and scholars of all 
nationalities and fields to conduct extended periods of research in Germany in cooperation with 
academic hosts at German institutions. Fellowships are awarded solely on the basis of the 
applicant’s academic record, the quality and feasibility of the proposed research and the candidate’s 
international publications. The Humboldt Foundation particularly welcomes applications from 
qualified, female junior researchers. Applications may be submitted at any time. 

Humboldt Research Fellowship for Postdoctoral Researchers 
For scientists and scholars who have completed a doctoral degree within the past four years.

Allows for a stay of 6-24 months in Germany 
Monthly stipend of 2,250 EUR 

Humboldt Research Fellowship for Experienced Researchers 
For scientists and scholars who have completed a doctoral degree within the past twelve years.

Allows for a stay of 6-18 months in Germany; applications may be submitted at any time 
Fellowships may be divided into a maximum of three visits lasting three months or longer 
Monthly stipend of 2,450 EUR 

In addition to the monthly stipend, additional allowances are available for accompanying family 
members, travel expenses, and German language instruction. Applications and information are 
available at:  www.humboldt-foundation.de   — Email: info@avh.de 

Research in Germany 
Opportunities for Postdoctoral 
and Experienced Researchers 
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NEW 

www.pennpress.org
800-537-5487

THE COUNTESS VON RUDOLSTADT
George Sand
Translated by Gretchen van Slyke

The first translation of  The Countess von Rudolstadt in 
more than a century brings to contemporary readers one 
of  George Sand’s most ambitious and engaging novels, 
hailed by many scholars of  nineteenth-century French 
literature as her masterpiece.

2008 | 472 pages | Cloth | $49.95

MARRIAGE AND VIOLENCE
The Early Modern Legacy
Frances E. Dolan

“Why does marriage so often lead to violence? In her 
timely and important new book, Frances Dolan identifies 
the culprit: an ‘economy of  scarcity’ that modern marriage 
inherits from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 
Powerfully argued and wonderfully well documented, 
Marriage and Violence provides a rare example of  how 
historical scholarship can illuminate the present.”
—Richard Helgerson, University of  California, Santa 
Barbara

Mar 2008 | 248 pages | 1 illus. | Cloth | $47.50

NEW IN PAPERBACK
BACK TO NATURE
The Green and the Real in the Late Renaissance
Robert N. Watson

Awarded the 2006 Elizabeth Dietz Memorial Prize by the 
editors of Studies in English Literature

Winner of  the 2007 Award in Ecocriticism from the 
Association for the Study of  Literature and the 
Environment

“Brilliant and stimulating. . . . Essential.”—Choice

2008 | 448 pages | 51 illus. | Paper | $26.50

NEW IN PAPERBACK
INEXPRESSIBLE PRIVACY
The Interior Life of  Antebellum American 
Literature
Milette Shamir

“Shamir contributes centrally to historicist studies of  
feminine and masculine subjectivity and the unevenly 
gender-freighted practices of  privacy and intimacy. . . . 
Cogently argued, immediately relevant to American stud-
ies scholarship in a variety of  directions, Inexpressible 
Privacy is extraordinarily topical and innovative.”—Dana 
D. Nelson, Vanderbilt University

2007 | 296 pages | 8 illus. | Paper | $19.95
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The Emergence of the Modern 
Museum
An Anthology of Nineteenth-Century Sources
JONAH SIEGEL
The goal of this anthology is to allow the 
reader access to primary sources indicative 
of the history and development of the mu-
seum in the nineteenth century, which is 
to say, at the moment the modern concept 
took institutional shape in response to the 
varied social and cultural debates.

2008    408 pp.; 11 halftones  $39.95

Eyes Upside Down
Visionary Filmmakers and the Heritage of 
Emerson
P. ADAMS SITNEY
P. Adams Sitney, the leading critic of per-
sonal and experimental cinema in America, 
picks up where he left off in his landmark 
book, Visionary Film.  This all new work 
offers in-depth analysis of eleven central 
fi lmmakers of the American avant-garde 
cinema, drawing on the aesthetic articu-

lated by Emerson and theorized by John Cage, Charles Olson, 
and Gertrude Stein.
2008    432 pp.; 20 illus.  cloth $99.00  paper $27.95

Thomas Mann’s The Magic Mountain
A Casebook
HANS RUDOLPH VAGET
This collection seeks to illustrate the ways in 
which Thomas Mann’s 1924 novel, The Magic 
Mountain, has been newly construed by some of 
today’s most astute readers in the fi eld of Mann 
studies.
(Casebooks in Criticism)
2008    288 pp.  cloth $99.00  paper $29.95

Reckonings
Contemporary Short Fiction by Native American 
Women
Edited by HERTHA D. SWEET WONG, LAUREN STU-
ART MULLER, and JANA SEQUOYA MAGDALENO
This volume offers an in-depth sampling of 
two or three stories by a select number of both 
famous and emergent Native women writers. 
These stories celebrate Native American life 
and provide readers with essential insight into 
this vibrant culture.

2008    344 pp.; 20 illus.  cloth $99.00  paper $24.95

1 Prices are subject to change and apply only in the US. To order, please contact customer service at  call 1-866-445-8685, or visit our website at www.oup.com/us

New from2

Fall Textbooks from Continuum…
The Victorian Literature Handbook
Edited by Alex Warwick and Martin Willis

The Victorian Literature Handbook, the first in 
the Literature and Culture Handbook series, is 
an accessible and comprehensive introduction 
to literature and culture in the Victorian 
period. It provides a one-stop resource for 

literature students, providing the essential information and 
guidance needed, from introducing the historical and cultural 
context to presenting key authors, texts and genres. Written 
in clear language by leading academics, it is an indispensable 
starting point for anyone beginning their study of nineteenth 
century literature.

PB • 9780826495778 • $29.95
HC • 9780826495761 • $120
July 2008

The Modernism Handbook
Edited by Philip Tew, Steven Barfield 
and Alex Murray

The Modernism Handbook, the second release 
in the Literature and Culture Handbook
series, provides a comprehensive guide to the 
literature, context and criticism of the period 

and major primary texts, such as Woolf’s To the Lighthouse,
Conrad’s Heart of Darkness and Yeats’ Easter 1916, as well 
as other authors and topics including the Bloomsbury group, 
Surrealism, Dada and ‘the metropolis.’ 

PB • 9780826488435 • $29.95
HC • 9780826488428 • $120 
October 2008

How to Read Texts
A Student Guide to Critical Approaches and Skills
Neil McCaw

Available from Continuum in May…

How to Read Texts introduces key critical approaches to literary texts 
and offers a practical introduction for students developing their own 
critical and close-reading skills.

www.continuumbooks.com

PB • 9780826492883 • $19.95
HC • 9780826492876 • $120
May 2008
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The University of Virginia
announces 

THE 2008 WALKER COWEN MANUSCRIPT PRIZE COMPETITION IN 

Eighteenth-Century Studies
The University of Virginia Press invites submissions for the

Walker Cowen Memorial Prize

The prize is awarded to the author of a scholarly book-length manuscript in eighteenth-century studies, including
the Americas and the Atlantic world. Submissions may be in history (including history of science), literature, 
philosophy, or the arts. The competition is held annually. The winner of the Cowen Prize will receive a $5,000
award and publication of the manuscript by the University of Virginia Press. The prize honors the late Walker
Cowen, second Director of the Press from 1969 until his death in 1987.

Request an application from or send queries to:
Mary MacNeil  *  University of Virginia Press  *  PO Box 400318  *  Charlottesville, VA 22904-4318

mmm5w@virginia.edu

To be considered for the 2008 award, manuscripts should be submitted no later than November 1, 2008.
Unrevised dissertations are not eligible. Manuscripts will not be returned. Foreign-language works first published 
in Europe will also be considered for the prize and for translation into English. Announcement of the winning
manuscript will be made in April 2009. For further information, see www.upress.virginia.edu. 
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New from 
Stanford University Press

Insister of Jacques Derrida
HÉLÈNE CIXOUS, Translated by 
PEGGY KAMUF
“Insister of Jacques Derrida is an indispensable,
daring, heartfelt and moving book. It presents a
flawless, committed reading that is in the spirit
of Derrida in its serious playfulness, its poetic
sinuousness, its elegant reasoning and rhetoric
while also being wholly in Cixous’s own singular
voice. This is not merely a study of Derrida, it is
a haunting dialogue with his memory and with
his phantom.”

—Julian Wolfreys, 
Loughborough University

Edinburgh University Press
$21.95 paper     $60.00 cloth

Sacramental Poetics at the Dawn of
Secularism
When God Left the World

REGINA MARA SCHWARTZ
“Schwartz’s compelling and brilliant demonstra-
tion will certainly deeply modify our apprecia-
tion of mysticism in Modernity, in literature as
well as in philosophy—and even in theology.”

—Jean-Luc Marion, 
University of Paris, Sorbonne and 

University of Chicago
Cultural Memory in the Present
$19.95 paper     $55.00 cloth

Concealment of Politics, 
Politics of Concealment
The Production of “Literature” in
Meiji Japan

ATSUKO UEDA
Concealment of Politics, Politics of Concealment
illuminates the large picture of intellectual, politi-
cal, and literary culture of 1880s Japan and
offers a paradigm shattering discussion of the
creation of literature as a cultural category.  
$50.00 cloth

A Politics of the Scene
PAUL A.  KOTTMAN
“A Politics of the Scene is a closely argued but
beautifully written book about the centrality of
drama for the discourse of political philosophy.
This book contests what Kottman calls the ‘fig-
ural ground’ from which political theory emerges
in the West and attempts to replace that theory
with a new category for thinking about political
life today: the scene.”

—Jon Snyder, 
University of California, Santa Barbara

$60.00 cloth

Listening on All Sides
Toward an Emersonian Ethics of
Reading

RICHARD DEMING
“Richard Deming’s Listening on All Sides is a
beautifully written book that approaches recent
thinking about Emerson, especially that of
Stanley Cavell and Jonathan Levin, from the
point of view of poetics rather than philosophy
or literary theory. This book is both philosophi-
cally engaging and meticulously researched.”

—Charles Bernstein, 
University of Pennsylvania

$50.00 cloth

Poetic Affairs
Celan, Grünbein, Brodsky

MICHAEL ESKIN
“This strikingly original study scrutinizes works
by three modern poets responding to earlier
poets in order to advance a compelling argument
about the relation between the personal and pub-
lic in the realm of literature. Eskin’s three
“affairs” show that writing poetry is a messy
business and that the richest readings take
account of its constant transgression of comfort-
able boundaries.”

—Derek Attridge, 
University of York

Verbal Art: Studies in Poetics
$60.00 cloth

Stanford
U n i v e r s i t y  P r e s s

8 0 0 . 6 2 1 . 2 7 3 6
w w w . s u p . o r g
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U n i v e r s i t y  o f t e x a s  P r e s s    
8 0 0 . 2 5 2 . 3 2 0 6 w w w . u t e x a s p r e s s . c o m

Read more about these books online.

New in the James A. Michener Fiction Series
James Magnuson, Editor

the JoUrney home
By Dermot Bolger
From one of Ireland’s most respected novelists, a harrowing coming-
of-age story, which the Irish Independent calls “the best novel about 
Dublin since Joyce.”
$24.95 cloth

the year she DisaPPeareD
a novel
By Ann Harleman
The adventures of a sixty-year-old woman who kidnaps her endan-
gered granddaughter and goes into hiding.
$24.95 cloth

tamPico
a novel
By Toby Olson
Enthralled by tales of Tampico, Mexico, four old men warehoused at a 
retirement home embark on the journey of a lifetime, seeking self-
discovery even as their lives are ending.
$24.95 cloth

Also of interest

Black sPace
imagining race in science fiction film
By Adilifu Nama
“Black Space stands as fresh, insightful work that fills an obvious and 
significant gap in the critical and theoretical discussion of the African 
American absence/presence (along with the broader issues of race and dif-
ference) in science fiction cinema. Besides the occasional anthology essay or 
journal article, I can think of no work by a single author that presents such 
sustained, ‘cover to cover’ discussion of this vital and underexplored area in 
black representation.”

—Ed Guerrero, New York University, 
author of Framing Blackness: The African American Image in Film and Do the Right Thing, 

as well as many essays and articles on black cinema, its culture and politics
55 b&w photos • $24.95 paper, $55.00 cloth
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CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS
PLANETS ON TABLES
Poetry, Still Life, and 
the Turning World
BONNIE COSTELLO

“Nuanced and superbly lucid, 
Bonnie Costello’s readings 
reveal lyric poetry’s interweav-
ing of inner and outer worlds, 
war and household interiors, 
public and private spheres. 
This book renews our sense of 
the power of poetry to be true 

to the incessant interplay between the imagination 
and the planet of which it is a part.”

—Jahan Ramazani, University of Virginia
232 PAGES | $29.95 PAPER

THE BURDENS OF PERFECTION
On Ethics and Reading in Nineteenth-

Century British Literature
ANDREW H. MILLER

“Miller offers compelling insights 
into a broad range of contemporary 
literary and philosophical refl ection, 
and develops a remarkable and dis-
tinctive critical voice of his own.”

—James Eli Adams, 
Cornell University

264 PAGES | $39.95 CLOTH

new in paperback
TREASON BY WORDS
Literature, Law, and Rebellion 
in Shakespeare’s England
REBECCA LEMON

“Lemon indicates how the 
controversy suurounding 
Haywards’s subsequent 
prosecution produced compet-
ing defi nitions of treason and 
sovereignty. Provides valuable 
New Historical leverage on 

how early modern English writers dealt with 
the problem of treason and tyranny, a problem 
becoming familiar again.”

—Renaissance Quarterly
256 PAGES | $21.95 PAPER

TOLSTOY AND THE GENESIS OF WAR AND PEACE
KATHRYN B. FEUER

EDITED BY ROBIN FEUER MILLER AND DONNA TUSSING ORWIN

“The effectiveness of Feuer’s account of the cre-
ation of War and Peace results from her remark-
ably cogent and uncluttered reading of the drafts 
and revisions that inform the description of Tol-
stoy’s creative process. Tolstoy and the Genesis 
of War and Peace is destined to remain a classic 
on the subject.” —Slavic Review

316PAGES | $24.95 PAPER

THE DEBATE ABOUT COLOUR 
NAMING IN 19TH CENTURY 

GERMAN PHILOLOGY
EDITED BY BARBARA SAUNDERS

Contains eleven essays illustrating 
the intensity of interest in color nam-
ing and categorization that arose in 
nineteenth-century Germany. 

200 PAGES | $34.95 PAPER

DISTRIBUTED FOR LEUVEN UNIVERSITY PRESS

www.cornellpress.cornell.edu                   1-800-666-2211

THE LIFE AND DEATH OF IMAGES
EDITED BY DIARMUID COSTELLO

AND DOMINIC WILLSDON

“The Life and Death of Images is a 
well-conceived intervention in one 
of the principal impasses in contem-
porary theories of the image: the 
question, broadly put, of what comes 
after the opposition of the aesthetic 
and the anti-aesthetic.”

— James Elkins, 
The Art Institute of Chicago

256 PAGES | $24.95 PAPER
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Worshipping Walt
The Whitman Disciples
Michael Robertson

Shakespeare
Johann Gottfried Herder
Translated, edited, and 
introduced by Gregory Moore

The Body Economic
Life, Death, and Sensation 
in Political Economy and 
the Victorian Novel
Catherine Gallagher

Darwin Loves You
Natural Selection and 
the Re-enchantment of 
the World
George Levine

“The would-be lovers (male and female), the 
mystics, social reformers, starry-eyed teenagers, 
and jaded truthseekers—all attracted by 
Whitman’s rapturous poetry and personal 
magnetism—come sharply into focus in 
Robertson’s book, which makes an important 
contribution to our understanding of the 
poet’s world.”
—David S. Reynolds, author of Walt Whitman’s 
America
Cloth  $27.95  978-0-691-12808-5  Due April

“Herder’s essay on Shakespeare is not an antique. 
It has the same vitalizing power as the grand 
sequence of English critical Shakespeareans: 
Dr. Johnson, Coleridge, Hazlitt, Bradley, 
Empson, Kermode, and Nuttall. Gregory Moore’s 
translation and introduction alike are admirably 
eloquent and illuminating.”
—Harold Bloom
Cloth  $12.95   978-0-691-13535-9  Due April 

“Gallagher’s brilliance as an intellectual historian 
has always resided in her ability to show us how 
ideas that look different are really alike, and 
how ideas we tend to lump together are really 
different. . . . The Body Economic . . . is a gift to 
the intelligence of every student of nineteenth-
century culture.”
—Rosemarie Bodenheimer, Nineteenth-Century 
Literature
224 pages. 6 x 9.

New in Paper  $22.95  978-0-691-13630-1  Due May

“Levine’s book is one of the most appealing 
and subtle attempts to bridge biology and the 
humanities.”
—Adam Gopnik, New Yorker

“Levine’s readings of Darwin himself are 
infectiously enchanted (‘Who else would have 
thought of playing the piano for worms?’), 
and emphasize the crucial point that Darwin’s 
scientific achievement depended on his capacity 
for imaginative sympathy with other animals.”
—Steven Poole, Guardian
New in Paper  $18.95  978-0-691-13639-4 

800.777.4726
press.princeton.edu
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90U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  I L L I N O I S  PR E S S
Publishing Excellence since 1918  w w w. p r e s s . u i l l i n o i s . e d u

The ÜberReader
Selected Works 
of Avital Ronell
Edited by DIANE DAVIS

With brevity and power, 
this Ronell ‘primer’ will 
be immensely useful to 
scholars, students, and 
teachers throughout the 
humanities.”—Jeffrey T. 
Nealon, author of Alterity
Politics: Ethics and Per-
formative Subjectivity

Illus. Cloth $70.00; Paper $30.00

Black Feminism 
in Contemporary 
Drama
LISA M. ANDERSON

An analysis of plays by a 
cross section of women: 
Pearl Cleage, Glenda 
Dickerson, Breena Clarke, 
Kia Corthron, Suzan-Lori 
Parks, Sharon Bridgforth, 
and Shirlene Holmes, who 
have diverse writing and 
performance styles and 
generational differences.

Illus. Cloth $35.00

UNCOMMON BOOKS

Telling Narratives
Secrets in African 
American Literature
LESLIE W. LEWIS

By focusing on the ways 
secrets are told in texts, 
Lewis suggests an alterna-
tive model to the feminist 
dichotomy of “breaking 
silence” in response to 
sexual violence, and offers 
a new understanding of 
the origins of self-con-
sciousness within African 
American experience.

Illus. Cloth $40.00

Alice Paul and the 
American Suffrage 
Campaign
KATHERINE H. ADAMS 
and MICHAEL L. KEENE

The long-overdue story of 
the fi rst person to picket 
the White House, the fi rst to 
attempt a national political 
boycott, the fi rst to burn the 
president in effi gy, and the 
fi rst to lead a successful 
campaign of nonviolence. 

Illus. Cloth $60.00; Paper $25.00

Self-Help Books
Why Americans Keep 
Reading Them
SANDRA K. DOLBY

Based on a reading of 
more than three hundred 
self-help books, Dolby 
examines this remarkably 
popular genre to defi ne 
“self-help.”  She argues that 
these accessible works fulfi ll 
the American penchant for 
self-education and articulate 
problems of daily life and 
their supposed solutions. 

Paper $20.00

The Test Drive
AVITAL RONELL

Ronell explores vast areas 
of testing in the works 
of Nietzsche, Husserl, 
Popper, and others. She 
then proceeds through the 
major transformations in 
twentieth-century philoso-
phy and science that have 
inclined the world toward 
more and more tests.

Illus. Paper $25.00

New in Paper
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New from Palgrave Macmillan
The hisTory of science
ficTion
Adam Roberts 
Palgrave Histories of Literature 
2007 / 368 pp. / $26.95 pb. 
0-230-54691-9 / 978-0-230-54691-2

norThern irish LiTeraTure, 
1956-1975
The Imprint of History (Volume 1) 
Michael Parker  
2008 / 368 pp. / $125.00 hc. 
0-333-60415-6 / 978-0-333-60415-1

norThern irish LiTeraTure, 
1975-2006
The Imprint of History (Volume 2) 
Michael Parker  
2008 / 368 pp. / $125.00 hc. 
0-230-55305-2 / 978-0-230-55305-7

The Performing cenTury 
Nineteenth-Century 
Theatre’s History 
Edited by Tracy C. Davis 
and Peter Holland 
Redefining British Theatre History 
2008 / 288 pp. / $74.95 hc. 
0-230-57256-1 / 978-0-230-57256-0

saLman rushdie
Stephen Morton 
New British Fiction 
2008 / 176 pp. / $14.95 pb. 
1-4039-9701-2 / 978-1-4039-9701-2
$68.00 hc. 
1-4039-9700-4 / 978-1-4039-9700-5

Teaching hoLocausT
LiTeraTure and fiLm
Edited by Robert Eaglestone 
and Barry Langford  
March 2008 / 216 pp. / $28.95 pb. 
0-230-01937-4 / 978-0-230-01937-9
$93.00 hc. 
0-230-01936-6 / 978-0-230-01936-2

WiLLiam fauLkner
A Literary Life 
David Rampton 
Literary Lives 
May 2008 / 248 pp. / $69.95 hc. 
1-4039-4680-9 / 978-1-4039-4680-5

The auThor is noT dead,       
mereLy someWhere eLse
Creative Writing after Theory 
Michelene Wandor  
May 2008 / 192 pp. / $26.95 pb. 
1-4039-3420-7 / 978-1-4039-3420-8
$80.00 hc. 
1-4039-3419-3 / 978-1-4039-3419-2

LiTeraTure in conTexTs
Peter Barry  
April 2008 / 240 pp. / $79.95 hc. 
0-7190-6454-6 / 978-0-7190-6454-8
Manchester University Press

danieL defoe—
robinson crusoe/moLL
fLanders
Paul Baines 
Readers’ Guides to Essential Criticism 
2008 / 192 pp. / $20.95 pb. 
1-4039-8989-3 / 978-1-4039-8989-5

WriTing PoeTry 
Creative and Critical Approaches 
Chad Davidson and Greg Fraser 
Approaches to Writing 
March 2008 / 224 pp. / $24.95 pb. 
0-230-00812-7 / 978-0-230-00812-0

amiTav ghosh
Anshuman A. Mondal 
Contemporary World Writers 
2008 / 224 pp. / $24.95 pb. 
0-7190-7005-8 / 978-0-7190-7005-1
$74.95 hc. 
0-7190-7004-X / 978-0-7190-7004-4
Manchester University Press     

dougLas couPLand
Andrew Tate 
Contemporary American 
and Canadian Novelists 
April 2008 / 192 pp. / $24.95 pb. 
0-7190-7661-7 / 978-0-7190-7661-9
$74.95 hc. 
0-7190-7488-6 / 978-0-7190-7488-2
Manchester University Press     

enThusiasT!
Essays on Modern American 
Literature 
David Herd  
2008 / 240 pp. / $74.95 hc. 
0-7190-7428-2 /  978-0-7190-7428-8
Manchester University Press     

The french riviera
A Literary Guide for Travellers 
Ted Jones  
2008 / 264 pp. / $15.95 pb. 
1-84511-455-8 / 978-1-84511-455-8
Tauris Parke Paperbacks     

ian mceWan
Dominic Head 
Contemporary British Novelists 
2008 / 240 pp. / $24.95 pb. 
0-7190-6657-3 / 978-0-7190-6657-3
$74.95 hc. 
0-7190-6656-5 / 978-0-7190-6656-6
Manchester University Press     

PauL ausTer
Mark Brown 
Contemporary American 
and Canadian Novelists 
April 2008 / 224 pp. / $24.95 pb. 
0-7190-7397-9 / 978-0-7190-7397-7
$79.95 hc. 
0-7190-7396-0 / 978-0-7190-7396-0
Manchester University Press     

saLman rushdie
Andrew Teverson 
Contemporary World Writers 
April 2008 / 256 pp. / $24.95 pb. 
0-7190-7051-1 / 978-0-7190-7051-8
$74.95 hc. 
0-7190-7050-3 / 978-0-7190-7050-1
Manchester University Press     

chaucer’s Jobs  
David R. Carlson 
The New Middle Ages 
May 2008 / 176 pp. / $26.95 pb. 
0-230-60243-6 / 978-0-230-60243-4

desTabiLizing miLTon
“Paradise Lost” 
and the Poetics of Incertitude 
Peter C. Herman  
May 2008 / 240 pp. / $26.95 pb. 
0-230-60242-8 / 978-0-230-60242-7

medievaL romance and 
The consTrucTion of 
heTerosexuaLiTy
Louise M. Sylvester 
The New Middle Ages 
2008 / 216 pp. / $74.95 hc. 
0-230-60278-9 / 978-0-230-60278-6

medievaLism and 
orienTaLism
John M. Ganim 
The New Middle Ages 
May 2008 / 176 pp. / $26.95 pb. 
0-230-60245-2 / 978-0-230-60245-8

The arT of revision
in The shorT sTories
of v. s. PriTcheTT and 
WiLLiam Trevor  
Jonathan Bloom  
2006 / 272 pp. / $69.95 hc. 
1-4039-7325-3 / 978-1-4039-7325-2

samueL beckeTT’s PLays on 
fiLm and TeLevision
Graley Herren  
August 2007 / 228 pp. / $65.00 hc. 
1-4039-7795-X / 978-1-4039-7795-3 

deconsTrucTion reading
PoLiTics
Edited by Martin McQuillan  
2008 / 256 pp. / $74.95 hc. 0-230-53695-
6 / 978-0-230-53695-1

hisTory of noWhere
Border Space 
Richard Robinson 
Language, Discourse, Society 
2007 / 256 pp. / $69.95 hc. 
1-4039-8720-3 / 978-1-4039-8720-4

Looking for hamLeT
Marvin W. Hunt  
2007 / 256 pp. / $27.95 hc. 
1-4039-7036-X / 978-1-4039-7036-7
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Linguistic Competence across Learner Varieties of Spanish

The Neural Basis of Language

GRIMMATIK:

Arnulfo G. Ramírez,

Ángel López-García,

Margrit V. Zinggeler,

Louisiana State University

University of Valencia

Eastern Michigan University, Ypsilanti

A detailed examination of how five groups of learners/users of Spanish (N=25, 5 at each level) and different aspects
of their linguistic competence. The five groups (Basic, Intermediate,Advanced, Superior and Native Speakers) perform language
tasks involving three dimensions of (verb lexis, sentence production, and metalinguistic judgments of
grammaticality) and three aspects of (conversa- tional, descriptive, and narrative discourse).

The book consists of eight chapters: Chapter 1 (Introduction), Chapter 2 (Verb Lexis), Chapter 3 (Sentence Formation),
Chapter 4 (Metalinguistic Judgments of Grammati- cality), Chapter 5 (Conversational Discourse), Chapter 6 (Descriptive
Discourse), Chap- ter 7 (Narrative Discourse), and Chapter 8 (Linguistic Competence across Language Measures). Chapters 2 to 7
follow a similar pattern, beginning with a (1) review of major theoretical concerns, (2)methods/procedures for studying the
particular aspects of linguistic competence addressed in the chapter, (3) categories for analyzing the linguistic data, (4)
quantitative/qualitative description of the performance of each lan- guage group, and (5) Summary and Conclusion. Chapter 8
establishes linguistic profiles for each language group and selected individuals by contrasting the variable performance across the
six dimensions of linguistic competence.

ISBN 978 3 89586 790 3. . 195pp. USD 89.00. 2008.

The continuity (distributed structure) and the discontinuity (modular structure) are not the exclusive property of neural webs that
affect wide areas of the brain, but their possibility is implied in the microscopic base within themselves. This situation is found in
all types of psychic activity: emotional, rational and linguistic, although in a different way in each of them. Language maximizes
the coexistence of both types of nervous processing maintaining them in equilibrium from the first moment. A theory of language
which is capable of assuming the two perspectives is needed, since it is the only one that is neurologically justified.

In this book it is proposed that said theory be constructed on Gestaltic principles; this is because Gestaltic principles formally
adjust to Topological rules, which allow us to, at the same time, be informed about the spatial reception of the world, specific to the
dominated hemisphere, and its correlative verbalization through some form of natural language, which is specific to the dominant
hemisphere.

Angel Lopez-Garcia is Professor of Linguistics at the University of Valencia (Spain), and he has been a visiting Professor at the
universities of Virginia, Mainz, Minnesota, Tucumán andAarhus. He helped to develop the Liminar Grammar model of Cognitive
Linguistics as soon as 1980, and elaborated a series of applications to natural languages. Lately he is working on the relation
between Linguistics and Biology. He is the author of
(2005).

ISBN 978 3 89586 405 6. . 128pp. 39 illustrations. USD 81.00. 2007.

Bringing together German grammar and the Brothers' Grimm fairy tales offers a different and thematically unifying approach to
learning and reviewing German grammar and it introduces students to the original German texts of the world-known and beloved
fairy tales. The rationale for GRIMMATIK (coined of the name of the brothers, Grimm, and the German word for grammar
Grammatik) is to offer a learner-oriented, research-based concept of German grammar to intermediate students of German.
GRIMMATIK addresses a multiple variety of grammatical elements in the analysis of every selected fairy tale. It is the student
who finally constructs a German grammar, consecutively isolating the elements of speech, phrases, and sentence structures.
Recognition of language patterns leads to paradigm segmentation and classification and eventually to internalization of language
rules and the acquisition of grammatical competence.

GRIMMATIK includes new technology and it offers tools to students to find lexical and structural patterns using the free
Grimm Corpora on the Internet. GRIMMATIK is reasonably simplifying complex linguistic theories in order to offer to students,
who already possess a certain degree of German language proficiency and grammar competence, a method to generate their own
findings of structural grammar rules. Then something magical happens, the students are ultimately learning German grammar
while they are reading and analyzing the Brothers' Grimm Fairy Tales!

ISBN 978 3 89586 720 0. . 390pp. USD 98.00. 2008. Course discounts available!

organize use

language knowledge
language use

The grammar of genes. How the Genetic Code Resembles the Linguistic Code

LINCOM Studies in LanguageAcquisition 22

LINCOM Studies in Neurolinguistics 03

LINCOM Studies in Germanic Linguistics 26

German Grammar through the Magic of the Brothers' Grimm Fairy Tales

LINCOM books are also available from the following internet bookstores: www.amazon.fr/de/co.uk & www.lincom.eu

LINCOM EUROPA

academic publications

webshop: www.lincom-europa.com
LINCOM GmbH
Gmunder Str. 35, D-81379 Muenchen
FAX +49 89 6226 9404
LINCOM.EUROPA@t-online.deLE
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Houghton Mifflin English
For Thinkers and Writers in a Changing World

N E W ! !

Connections:
Literature for
Composition

Quentin Miller
Julie Nash

©2008 • 1504 Pages • Paperback • 978-0-618-48114-9

This innovative anthology helps students
make connections among works of litera-
ture from different eras and cultures; litera-
ture and life experiences; literature and art;
and different genres and themes.

college.hmco.com/pic/miller 

N E W ! !

Anthology of the 
American Short
Story

James Nagel

©2008 • 975 Pages • Paperback • 978-0-618-44424-3

Nagel takes a multicultural approach to the
artistic development of the American short
story from 1747 to 2005.

college.hmco.com/pic/nagel1e

N E W ! !

Drama Essentials:
An Anthology 
of Plays

Matthew Roudané

©2009 • 720 Pages • Paperback • 978-0-618-47477-6

Spanning from the Golden Age of Greece to
the present with a diverse group of writers,
this compact, affordable anthology of 14
plays provides a narrative representation 
of the evolution of theatre.

college.hmco.com/pic/roudane1e  

An Anthology 
of Colonial and
Postcolonial 
Short Fiction 

Dean Baldwin
Patrick Quinn

©2007 • 925 Pages • Paperback • 978-0-618-31881-0

This anthology reflects the evolution of
colonialism from the 17th to 20th century,
with short stories by both British colonizers
and indigenous people.

college.hmco.com/pic/baldwinACPF1e 

For more information on Houghton Mifflin products 
and services:

• Visit our Web Site: catalog.college.hmco.com

• Contact our Faculty Services Center by 
phone: 800/733-1717 or fax: 800/733-1810

• Contact your Houghton Mifflin sales representative:
salesteam.college.hmco.com
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Innovative Approaches

U n i v e r s i t y  o f  M i n n e s o t a  P r e s s

Open Your Eyes
Deaf Studies Talking
H-Dirksen L. Bauman, editor
Discusses how deaf culture contributes vital insights on 
issues of identity, language, and power, and, ultimate
ly, challenges our culture’s obsession with normalcy.
$24.95 paper • $75.00 cloth • 360 pages

Small Tech
The Culture of Digital Tools
Byron Hawk, David M. Rieder, and Ollie Oviedo, 
editors
Investigates the cultural impact of digital tools such as 
iPods and WYSIWYG.
$25.00 paper • $75.00 cloth • 260 pages
Electronic Mediations Series, volume 22

Digitizing Race
Visual Cultures of the Internet
Lisa Nakamura
Examines the implications of how we see and exhibit 
race and ethnicity online.
$19.50 paper • $58.50 cloth • 256 pages
Electronic Mediations Series, volume 23

NEW EDITION

Ghostly Matters
Haunting and the Sociological Imagination
Avery Gordon
Foreword by Janice Radway
With a new introduction and foreword.   
   “Ghostly Matters immediately establishes Avery 
Gordon as a leader among her generation of social 
and cultural theorists in all fields.” —Charles Lemert 
$22.50 paper • 272 pages

When Species Meet
Donna J. Haraway
From designer pets to lab animals to trained 
therapy dogs, Donna J. Haraway deftly explores 
philosophical, cultural, and biological aspects of 
animal–human encounters.
$24.95 paper • $75.00 cloth • 440 pages 
Posthumanities Series, volume 3

Limiting Secularism
The Ethics of Coexistence in Indian 
Literature and Film
Priya Kumar
Distinctive and timely in its investigation of secularism 
and communalism, Limiting Secularism works to 
envision the radical possibilities of going beyond 
tolerance to living well together.  

$24.00 paper • $72.00 cloth • 336 pages

The Postcolonial and the Global
Revathi Krishnaswamy and John C. Hawley, 
editors
Connects postcolonial and global discourses in the 
humanities and social sciences. 
$25.00 paper • $75.00 cloth • 344 pages

Cuban Currency
The Dollar and “Special Period” Fiction
Esther Whitfield
Addresses the effects of the country’s spectacular 
opening of foreign markets that marked the end of 
the twentieth century on Cuban literature. 
$22.50 paper • $67.50 cloth • 248 pages
Cultural Studies of the Americas Series, volume 21
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Images, imagery, immanence

The Johns hopkins University press
1-800-537-5487 • www.press.jhu.edu

The Return of Ulysses
A Cultural history of 
homer’s Odyssey
Edith Hall

“edith hall has 
written a book 
many have long 
been waiting 
for, a smart, 
sophisticated, and 
hugely entertaining 
cultural history of 
homer’s Odyssey
spanning nearly 
three millennia of 
its reception and 
influence within 
world culture.”
—richard p.
Martin, stanford 
University
$35.00 hardcover

Gothic and Modernism
essaying Dark Literary 
Modernity
edited by John Paul Riquelme

Gothic and Modernism establishes 
and interprets the significant pres-
ence and the transformations of the 
Gothic tradition at the dark heart 
of writing during the long twen-
tieth century. the essays—nine 
previously published in Modern 
Fiction Studies—reveal challenges 
to both realism and to optimistic 
enlightenment attitudes in the 
narratives and the styles of writers 
ranging from oscar Wilde and 
virginia Woolf to samuel Beckett, 
octavia Butler, and Bret easton
ellis.
$25.00 paperback

Poets on 
Prozac
Mental illness,
treatment, and 
the Creative 
process
edited by 
Richard M. 
Berlin, M.D.

“in brilliantly 
illuminating the 
interplay between 
creativity and 

mental illness, richard Berlin’s fas-
cinating book shows us poets in the 
process of becoming healers—not 
only of themselves, but also of oth-
ers, and even of society at large.”
—rafael Campo
$21.95 hardcover

Securing the 
Commonwealth
Debt, speculation, and 
Writing in the Making of 
early America
Jennifer J. Baker

“Both a primer educating one 
into the financial thinking of early 
Anglo-America and a testament 
to the energy and creativity with 
which successive generations of 
provincials imagined commerce as 
a process of mediation.”
—Early American Literature
$25.00 paperback

Parallax: Re-visions of 
Culture and Society
Stephen G. Nichols, Gerald Prince, 
and Wendy Steiner, Series Editors

Gilles Deleuze
Cinema and philosophy
Paola Marrati
translated by Alisa Hartz

“i imagine that many others will 
also find education in Marrati’s 
sophisticated and generous and 
clarifying articulation of Deleuze’s 
educative venture over the entire 
constellation of the major cinema 
of the world, but i think no one 
could be more grateful to her 
achievement than i am.”
—stanley Cavell
$45.00 hardcover

Estrangement and the 
Somatics of Literature
tolstoy, shklovsky, Brecht
Douglas Robinson

Drawing together the estrange-
ment theories of viktor shklovsky 
and Bertolt Brecht with Leo 
tolstoy’s theory of infection, 
Douglas robinson studies the 
ways in which shared evalua-
tive affect regulates both literary 
familiarity—convention and 
tradition—and modern strategies 
of alienation, depersonalization, 
and malaise.
$65.00 hardcover
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THE SCHOOL OF 
CRITICISM & THEORY

at Cornell University
An international program of study
with leading figures in critical theory

invites you to apply for its 
Thirty-first Summer Session
June 15-July 24, 2008

IN NEW YORK STATE’S FINGER LAKES REGION

The Program
In an intense six-week course of study,
participants from around the world, in the 
disciplines of literature, history, and related
social sciences, explore recent developments 
in literary and humanistic studies.

Tuition
The fee for the session is $2500. Applicants are
eligible to compete for partial tuition scholar-
ships and are urged to seek funding from their
home institutions.

Acceptance
Applications from faculty members and
advanced graduate students at universities
worldwide will be judged beginning March 1,
2008. Admissions are made on a rolling basis,
and decisions are announced as soon as possible.

For further information or to apply, write:
The School of Criticism and Theory
Cornell University,
A. D. White House,
27 East Avenue,
Ithaca, N.Y. 14853

telephone: 607-255-9274
email: humctr-mailbox@cornell.edu
fax: 607-255-1422

2008 Faculty:
6-Week Seminars

J.M. Bernstein
University Distinguished
Professor of Philosophy,
Department of Philosophy,
New School for Social
Research
“Torture and Dignity”

Carolyn J. Dean
Professor of History and
Modern Culture and Media,
Brown University
“On Disbelief,
Exaggeration, and the
‘Victim’ in Contemporary
Cultural Discourses”

Elizabeth A. Povinelli
Professor of Anthropology
and Gender Studies,
Columbia University
“Recognition, Camouflage,
Espionage”

Haun Saussy
Bird White Housum
Professor of Comparative
Literature, Yale University
“Bilingualism”

Mini-Seminars

Homi K. Bhabha
Anne F. Rothenberg Professor
of the Humanities,
Department of English,
Director of the Humanities
Center at Harvard
“On Culture and Security”

Wendy Brown
Professor of Political Science
University of California,
Berkeley
“Political Theoretical
Displacements:
Sovereignty, Autonomy,
Ethics”

Judith Butler
Maxine Elliot Professor in
the Departments of Rhetoric
and Comparative Literature,
University of California,
Berkeley
Mini-Seminar Title TBA

Gerald Early
Merle Kling Professor of
Modern Letters in the English
Department, Director of the
Center for the Humanities,
and Director for the Center
for Joint Projects at
Washington University
“Jazz: The Rise and Fall of
Modern Popular Music”

Hal Foster
Townsend Martin Class of
1917 Professor and Chair of
Art and Archaeology,
Princeton University
“Bathetic, Brutal, Banal”

Dominick LaCapra, Director
Bowmar Professor of
Humanistic Studies,
Cornell University

“One of the select places in
which the question ‘How to
theorize now?’ is taken 
seriously.”
Andrea Bachner
Harvard University

“Our classroom was a rich
mosaic of heterogeneous 
disciplinary backgrounds and
interests.”
Alicia Garcia
Johns Hopkins University

“We were invited into an
experiment, and our 
exposure, always dialogical,
to the thinking within that
space changed us.”
Gabrielle McIntire
Queen’s University

“I have never been so grateful
to any other institution as I
am to SCT.”
Pawel Moscicki
University of Warsaw

“A precious opportunity to
study with major thinkers,
and a wonderful way to reaf-
firm one’s vocation to critical
studies, whether you are a
graduate student or junior
faculty.”
Brian O’Keeffe
Barnard College, Columbia
University

“One of the most intellectually
exciting, challenging and
stimulating experiences in
my academic life.”
Anne M. François 
Eastern University
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New Literary Studies 
Titles From Routledge
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New in The New Critical 
Idiom series
Series Editor: John Drakakis

The well-established New Critical Idiom
series continues to provide students with 
clear introductory guides to the most 
important critical terms in use today.

Each book in this popular series:

provides a handy, explanatory guide 
to the use (and abuse) of the term

gives an original and distinctive 
overview by a leading literary 
cultural critic

relates the term to the larger field of 
cultural representation

With a strong emphasis on clarity, lively 
debate and the wildest possible breadth 
of examples, The New Critical Idiom is 
an indispensable guide to key topics in 
literary studies.

ImperIal eyes
Travel Writing and Transculturation
Second Edition
Mary Louise Pratt

“Imperial Eyes is a seminal work in the 
study of travel writing, demonstrating an 
inventive use of canonical and non-canonical 
sources from the archive of European travel 
writing, and from the colonial “contact zone.” 
Its critical insights are drawn eclectically 
from discourse analysis, gender criticism, 
postcolonialism, anthropology, and literary 
theory, drawn together with unflagging 
political energy. It remains a model of 
its kind.”

—Nigel Leask, Glasgow University, UK

New in the Routledge
Critical Thinkers series
Series Editor: Robert Eaglestone

Routledge Critical Thinkers is designed 
for students who need an accessible 
introduction to the key figures in 
contemporary critical thought. The books 
provide crucial orientation for further 
study and equip readers to engage with 
theorists’ original texts.

Each volume places each key theorist 
in his or her historical and intellectual 
context and explains:

why he/she is important

what motivated his/her work

what his/her key ideas were

who and what influenced the thinker

who and what the thinker has influenced

what to read next and why

Featuring extensively annotated guides to 
further reading, Routledge Critical Thinkers
is the first point of reference for any 
student wishing to investigate the work of 
a specific theorist.

stephen Greenblatt
Mark Robson

theorIsts of 
modernIst poetry
T.S. Eliot, T.E. Hulme, Ezra Pound
Rebecca Beasley

theorIsts of the
modernIst noVel
James Joyce, Dorothy Richardson 
and Virginia Woolf
Deborah Parsons

derrIda’s leGacIes
Literature and Philosophy
Edited by Simon Glendinning and Robert Eaglestone

This volume brings together a series 
of essays reflecting on the multiple 
ways in which Derrida’s work has 
marked intellectual culture and the 
literary and philosophical culture of 
Britain and America.

For complete series listings of The New Critical Idiom and Routledge Critical Thinkers,
please visit www.routledgeliterature.com

humanIsm
Second Edition
Tony Davies

modernIsm
Second Edition
Peter Childs

metaphor
David Punter

eleGy
David Kennedy

rhetorIc
Jennifer Richards

performatIVIty
James Loxley
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TRANSPACIFIC 
IMAGINATIONS
HISTORY, LITERATURE, 
COUNTERPOETICS
YUNTE HUANG
“This is a splendid, sharp, and trenchantly coherent study 
that will make an important intervention into American 
cultural studies, trans-Pacifi c Asia studies, and ethnic 
minority studies…Huang writes with disciplinary range 
and critical lucidity as well as an elegance of theoretical 
formulation that cannot be denied…[A]n outstanding 
work in all respects.”
—Rob Wilson, author of Reimagining the American Pacifi c 

and American Sublime
new in cloth

THE VIRTUAL 
LIFE OF FILM
D. N. RODOWICK
“Over the years Rodowick has provided perhaps the most 
thorough readings and evaluations of contemporary, post-
classical fi lm theory any scholar has offered. The Virtual 
Life of Film offers his speculations about cinema’s digital 
transformation. An important work, it raises vital issues…
In the opening chapters Rodowick offers one of the most 
nuanced and complex descriptions of the photographic in 
cinema ever presented.”
—Tom Gunning, Film Comment
new in cloth

OUR SECRET 
DISCIPLINE
YEATS AND LYRIC FORM
HELEN VENDLER
“This new monumental study of the technical (and, 
ultimately, emotional) accomplishment in Yeats’s poems 
represents something close to a life’s work: it will surely 
attract international attention…Vendler’s careful book 
will likely advance the way experts see Yeats, but she also 
speaks to all the readers who care about the Irish Nobelist’s 
body of poetry, which looks more complex, and more 
delightful, through Vendler’s lens.”
—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
Belknap Press  /  new in cloth

Listen to Helen Vendler’s podcast on our web site

WORRYING 
ABOUT CHINA
THE LANGUAGE OF CHINESE 
CRITICAL INQUIRY
GLORIA DAVIES
“In Worrying about China Gloria Davies not only shows 
us how China understands and misunderstands Derrida, 
Lyotard, Rorty, and other postmodern thinkers, but also lets 
us glimpse how China understands and misunderstands 
both the West and itself. The book is an eye-opener for 
students of postmodernity as well as for students of 
Chinese culture.”
—Kevin Hart, The University of Virginia
new in cloth

WWW.HUP.HARVARD.EDU HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS
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Introduction by Bernard Knox

“Simply irresistible reading. One reads it with the wish of 

having read it in youth.”  —Richard Ford

 “[Fagles’s] translation is unmistakably, though unobtrusive-

ly, of its time and of its maker. It is likely to be the Aeneid for 

our new century.”   —Richard Jenkyns, 

New York Review of Books

“Fagles’s new version of Virgil’s epic delicately melds the 

stately rhythms of the original to a contemporary cadence….

He illuminates the poem’s Homeric echoes while remaining 

faithful to Virgil’s distinctive voice.”

—The New Yorker

“Robert Fagles gives the full range of Virgil’s drama, gran-

deur, and pathos in vigorous, supple modern English.”

  —J.M. Coetzee

TheAeneid   
  Virgil

Translated by 

Robert Fagles

n o w A V A I l A B l e I n  p A p e R B A c K

A Penguin Classics Deluxe Edition      
384 pp.       978-0-14-310513-8      $16.00

www.penguin.com/academic             penguIn gRoup (uSA)
Academic Marketing Department   375 Hudson Street   New York, New York  10014  

TheAeneid   
  Virgil

Also available:

Penguin Classics      0-14-303995-4      $15.00 Penguin Classics      0-14-044592-7      $12.00

Contact us at academic@penguin.com for information on getting books for your courses

Audiobook read by Simon Callow
Penguin Audiobooks Unabridged    10 CDs, 12 ½ hrs      978-0-14-305902-8         $49.95
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ANNUAL JOURNALS

Shakespeare Studies, Volume XXXV.
Edited by Susan Zimmerman
Associate Editor Garrett Sullivan $60.00
Medieval and Renaissance Drama in England,
Volume 20. Edited by S. P. Cerasano $80.00

BRITISH LITERATURE

Shakespeare’s Sonnets: With Three
Hundred Years of Commentary
Edited by Carl D. Atkins $67.50
Shakespeare Re-Dressed: Cross-Gender
Casting in Contemporary Performance
Edited by James C. Bulman $53.50

Shakespeare, The Earl, and the Jesuit
By John Klause
Shakespeare in Performance: New Studies
Edited by Frank Occhiogrosso $47.50
Resurrecting Elizabeth I in Seventeenth
Century England
Edited by Elizabeth H. Hageman and Katherine Conway
$55.00
Early Feminists and the Education
Debates: England, France, Germany
1760-1810
By Carol Strauss Sotiropoulos $52.50
The Fourth Imagist: Selected Poems of
F. S. Flint
By Michael Copp $41.00

The Selected Poetry of Ebenezer Elliott
Edited by Mark Storey $75.00
AMERICAN LITERATURE

Notes of Conversations, 1848-1875
ByA. Bronson Alcott. Edited by Karen A. English
$55.00
“Burning Interiors”: David Shapiro’s Poetry
and Poetics
Edited by Thomas Fink and Joseph Lease $43.00

This Side of Despair: How the Movies and American
Life Intersected during the Great Depression.
By Philip Hanson $49.50
Willa Cather: New Facts, New Glimpses, Revisions
Edited by John J. Murphy and Merrill M. Skaggs $65.00
WORLD LITERATURE

Nietzsche and the Rebirth of the Tragic
Edited by Mary Ann Frese Witt $52.50
In Corpore: Bodies in Post-Unification Italy
Edited by Loredana Polezzi and
Charlotte Ross $57.50
Monsters In and Among Us: Toward a
Gothic Criminology
Edited by Caroline Joan Picart and
Cecil E. Greek $59.50
Elfriede Jelinek: Writing Woman, Nation,
and Identity: A Critical Anthology
Edited by Matthias Konzett and Margarete
Lamb-Faffelberger $57.50
Multicultural Literature in Contemporary Italy
Edited by Graziella Parati and
Marie Orton $34.50
Waiting for the End: Gender and Editing in the Con-
temporary Novel
By Earl G. Ingersoll $55.00

The Italian Gothic and Fantastic
Encounters and Rewritings of Narrative Traditions
Edited by Francesca Billiani and Gigliola Sulis $55.00

Lucrezia Marinella and the "Querelle Des Femmes"
in Seventeenth-Century Italy
By Paola Malpezzi Price and Christine Ristaino $49.50

Queries are welcome about these FDU Press book series:
• Italian Studies
• Willa Cather Studies

FAIRLEIGH DICKINSON UNIVERSITY PRESS
NEW AND FORTHCOMING BOOKS

TO ORDER BOOKS EDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCE
Associated University Presses Harry Keyishian, Director, M-GH2-01
2010 Eastpark Blvd. Fairleigh Dickinson University Press
Cranbury, NJ 08512 Madison NJ, 07940
(609) 655-4770 (973) 443-8564
aup440@aol.com fdupress@fdu.edu

Full catalogues available
www.fdu.edu/fdupress
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“A standard guide for scholarly style.”
—Library Journal

Reorganized and revised, the third edition of 
the MLA Style Manual o� ers complete, up-
to-date guidance on writing scholarly texts, 
documenting research sources, submitting 
manuscripts to publishers, and dealing with 
legal issues surrounding publication. 

New in the � ird Edition

 a signi� cant revision of MLA 
documentation style

 simpli� ed citation formats for electronic 
sources

 detailed advice on the review process 
used by scholarly journals and presses

 a fully updated chapter on copyright, fair 
use, contracts, and other legal issues

 guidelines on preparing electronic � les
 discussion of the electronic submission of 

a dissertation
 a foreword by Domna C. Stanton on the 

current state of scholarly publishing
 a preface by David G. Nicholls on what is 

new in this edition

› › › › ›  Only guides from the MLA are 
certain to present MLA style accurately.

Announcing the new, 
third edition of the 
standard guide for 
graduate students, 
scholars, and teachers 
in the humanities

MLA Style Manual 
and Guide to Scholarly 
Publishing
3rd edition

26 Broadway, 3rd floor, New York, NY 10004-1789
646 576-5161 fax 646 576-5160 www.mla.org

Available May 2008
xxiv & 336 pp.
Cloth ISBN 
978-0-87352-297-7
$32.50 
(MLA members $26.00)

Available June 2008
Large-print edition
Paper ISBN 
978-0-87352-298-4
$37.50 
(MLA members $30.00)
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New in the MLA series

A P P R O A C H E S  T O  T E A C H I N G
W O R L D  L I T E R AT U R E

Approaches to Teaching 
Puig’s Kiss of the     
Spider Woman

Daniel Balderston and  
Francine Masiello, eds.

“This is a remarkable col-
lection of first-rate essays. 
The various discourses and 
approaches—political, sexual, 
intertexual, cinematic—all 
bounce off each other well 
and inform each other.”

— Bruce Williams                 
 William Paterson University

Now Available
vi & 169 pp.
Cloth ISBN 978-0-87352-817-7   
  $37.50 (MLA members $30.00)
Paper ISBN 978-0-87352-818-4 
  $19.75 (MLA members $15.80)

Approaches to Teaching 
Grass’s The Tin Drum

Monika Shafi, ed.

The Tin Drum brought instant 
fame to thirty-two-year-old 
Günter Grass and led to his 
receiving the 1999 Nobel 
Prize in Literature. Its status 
as a major text of postwar 
German literature, however, 
has not diminished its pro-
vocative nature. In both style 
and content, it continues to 
challenge scholars, teachers, 
and students.

Now Available
xvi & 258 pp. 
Cloth ISBN 978-0-87352-815-3               
  $37.50 (MLA members $30.00)
Paper ISBN 978-0-87352-816-0 
  $19.75 (MLA members $15.80)

Approaches to Teaching
Pynchon’s The Crying of 
Lot 49 and Other Works

Thomas H. Schaub, ed.

“This volume will be useful 
for the many teachers who 
want to include Pynchon’s 
texts in their courses but may 
be daunted by the question 
of where to begin. Especially 
useful are the contributions 
from non-American teachers, 
who face additional problems 
when approaching Pynchon.”

—Bernard Duyfhuizen
coeditor, Pynchon Notes

Available May 2008
xiii & 195 pp. 
Cloth ISBN 978-0-87352-813-9   
  $37.50  (MLA members $30.00)
Paper ISBN 978-0-87352-814-6 
  $19.75 (MLA members $15.80)

26 Broadway, 3rd floor, New York, NY 10004-1789
646 576-5161 fax 646 576-5160 www.mla.org
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New in the MLA series

A P P R O A C H E S  T O  T E A C H I N G
W O R L D  L I T E R AT U R E

Approaches to Teaching 
the Works of Sor Juana 
Inés de la Cruz

Emilie L. Bergmann and  
Stacey Schlau, eds.

“These articles are well orga-
nized and well written and pro-
vide useful teaching strategies to 
convey the seventeenth-century 
Sor Juana and her work to 
twenty-first-century students on 
both the graduate and under-
graduate levels.”
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A New Edition
of  the Leading 
Research Guide in 
Literary Studies
James L. Harner’s Literary Research Guide, 
which Choice calls “the standard guide in 
the field,” evaluates important reference 
materials in English studies. In the new 
edition Harner has revised nearly half the 
entries from the fourth edition. There are 
substantially more electronic resources, 
particularly reliable sites sponsored by 
academic institutions and learned societ-
ies, including bibliographic databases, 
text archives, and other online resources. 
This edition also features a new section on 
cultural studies.

The annotations for each work 

describe its type, its scope, its major 
limitations, and its organization

present parts of a typical entry

list the type and number of indexes

evaluate coverage, organization, and 
accuracy

explain its uses in research

cite significant reviews that more fully 
define the importance or uses of the work 
or its place in the scholarly tradition

note related works, including 
supplementary, complementary, or 
superseded ones not accorded separate 
entries in the Guide

The Guide concludes with name, title, and 
subject indexes.
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